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ABSTRACT

The fraction of ionizing photons that escape high-redshift galaxies sensitively determines whether galaxies reionized the early uni-
verse. However, this escape fraction cannot be measured from high-redshift galaxies because the Lyα forest absorbs photons blueward
of Lyα. Without a method to indirectly measure the escape fraction of high-redshift galaxies, it is unlikely that we will know what
reionized the universe. Here, we analyze the far-ultraviolet H I (Lyman series) and low-ionization metal absorption lines of nine low-
redshift, confirmed Lyman continuum emitting galaxies. We use the H I covering fractions, column densities, and dust attenuations
measured in a companion paper to predict the escape fraction of ionizing photons. We find good agreement between the predicted
and observed Lyman continuum escape fractions (within 1.4σ) using both the H I and the Si II absorption lines. The ionizing photons
escape through holes in the H I, but we show that dust attenuation reduces the fraction of photons that escape galaxies. This means
that the average high-redshift galaxy likely emits more ionizing photons than low-redshift galaxies. Two other indirect methods ac-
curately predict the escape fractions: the Lyα escape fraction and the optical [O III]/[O II] flux ratio. We use these indirect methods to
predict the escape fraction of a sample of 21 galaxies with rest-frame ultraviolet spectra but without Lyman continuum observations.
Many of these galaxies have low escape fractions (fesc ≤ 1%), but eleven have escape fractions > 1%. The methods presented here
will measure the escape fractions of high-redshift galaxies, enabling future telescopes to determine whether star-forming galaxies
reionized the early universe.
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1. Introduction

In the local universe, gas between galaxies is mostly highly ion-
ized (Fan et al. 2006), but it has not always been that way. Hy-
drogen recombined at z = 1090 and remained neutral until
z ∼ 7 − 9 (Planck Collaboration et al. 2016). This is most easily
observed by the absorption blueward of restframe Lyα (1216Å)
in the spectra of z > 6 quasars (the "Gunn-Peterson trough";
Gunn & Peterson 1965; Becker et al. 2001). Some mechanism
must have produced copious ionizing photons to reionize the
universe.

The source of reionization is one of the core questions that
future large observatories, like the James Webb Space Telescope
(JWST) and extremely large telescopes (ELT), aim to answer.
One possibility is that active galactic nuclei (AGN) provided the
ionizing photons. However, current observed AGN luminosity
functions indicate that there were not enough AGN to reion-
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ize the early universe (Hopkins et al. 2008; Willott et al. 2010;
Fontanot et al. 2012; Ricci et al. 2017; Onoue et al. 2017).

An alternative source of ionizing photons is the first genera-
tion of high-mass stars. For these stars to matter to reionization,
the emissivity of ionizing photons (ṅion) escaping high-redshift
galaxies must exceed the recombination rate. Commonly ṅion is
expressed as

ṅion = fescξionρUV, (1)

where ξion is the intrinsic number of ionizing photons emitted by
stars, ρUV is the total UV luminosity density, and fesc is the frac-
tion of ionizing photons that escape galaxies. More generally,
the quantities in Eq. 1 will depend on the UV magnitude, MUV,
and the total ṅion is found by integrating over the UV luminos-
ity function. While highly dependent on clumping and redshift,
the estimated Ωmatter from ΛCDM indicates that the universe is
reionized when log(ṅion[photons s−1 Mpc−3]) is near 50 − 51
(Madau et al. 1999; Meiksin 2005; Bolton & Haehnelt 2007;
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Ouchi et al. 2009; Kuhlen & Faucher-Giguère 2012; Robertson
et al. 2013, 2015).

In principle, whether or not stars reionized the universe is
an observable question. ξion is related to the observed Hα emis-
sion and depends on the metallicity and star formation rate of
the galaxies (Leitherer & Heckman 1995; Bruzual & Charlot
2003). Recent studies constrain ξion at z = 6 − 8 (Dunlop et al.
2012; Bouwens et al. 2012b; Robertson et al. 2013; Harikane
et al. 2017). Similarly, deep HST observations have pushed the
UV luminosity functions down to fainter MUV at high-redshifts
(Bouwens et al. 2006; Ouchi et al. 2009; Oesch et al. 2014;
Finkelstein et al. 2015; Bouwens et al. 2015; Livermore et al.
2017; Oesch et al. 2017). While requiring extraordinary observa-
tions, these studies are beginning to constrain ξion and ρUV during
the epoch of reionization.

These observational constraints suggest that fesc ∼ 0.1−0.2
if stars reionized the universe (Ouchi et al. 2009; Robertson
et al. 2013; Bouwens et al. 2015; Dressler et al. 2015; Robert-
son et al. 2015; Ishigaki et al. 2017). Whether fesc reaches these
values has not been observationally confirmed. First, the Lyα
forest means that the opacity of the intergalactic medium is, on
average, too large to observe photons blueward of Lyα above
z ∼ 3. Therefore, a direct detection of ionizing photons escap-
ing from a single galaxy during the epoch of reionization is sta-
tistically unlikely. Alternatively, studies focused on lower red-
shift galaxies where the Lyman continuum (LyC; < 912Å) is di-
rectly observable. However, directly detecting ionizing photons
at low-redshift is still challenging. It requires deep observations
of intrinsically faint emission in the very far-UV–a notoriously
hard regime for high-sensitivity detectors. Only ten individual
z < 0.4 galaxies have spectroscopically confirmed fesc > 0
(Bergvall et al. 2006; Leitet et al. 2011; Izotov et al. 2016a,b;
Leitherer et al. 2016; Izotov et al. 2018). Additionally, four such
galaxies at z ∼ 3 − 4 have been confirmed (Vanzella et al. 2015,
2016; de Barros et al. 2016; Shapley et al. 2016; Bian et al.
2017; Vanzella et al. 2017), after accounting for foreground con-
tamination (e.g. Vanzella et al. 2010). To constrain fesc during
the epoch of reionization, indirect fesc probes, available at both
high (to measure galaxies in the epoch of reionziation) and low-
redshifts (to confirm the predicted fesc values), are required.

Here we present a new analysis of the restframe UV prop-
erties of nine confirmed low-redshift galaxies that emit ionizing
photons and have publicly available far-UV observations. We use
the fits of the stellar continua, ISM metal absorption lines, and
ISM H I absorption lines (the Lyman series) from Gazagnes et
al. submitted (hereafter Paper I) to constrain the neutral gas and
dust attenuation properties. Since the H I and dust are the major
sinks of ionizing photons, these measurements allow us to accu-
rately predict fesc. These new methods can be used to efficiently
select low-redshift galaxies that emit ionizing photons, or for fu-
ture telescopes (like JWST or ELTs) to constrain ṅion of galaxies
reionizing the universe.

The structure of this paper is: Sect. 2 introduces the obser-
vations of the nine publicly available LyC emitters and summa-
rizes how Paper I fit the Lyman series absorption lines. We use
these fits to predict fesc (Sect. 3) and explore what fit parameters
contribute to the observed fesc values (Sect. 4). We test using the
Si II absorption lines (Sect. 5.1), Lyα escape fractions (Sect. 5.2),
and the [O III]/[O II] ratios (Sect. 5.3) to indirectly predict fesc.
In Sect. 6 we apply these indirect methods to galaxies without
Lyman series observations to demonstrate how these methods
can be used for high-redshift galaxies. Our main conclusions are
summarized in Sect. 7.

2. Data and absorption line analysis

2.1. Restframe Far-UV Observations

2.1.1. The Lyman continuum emitting sample

In this paper, we predominantly use the restframe far-UV spec-
tra of the nine publicly available known LyC emitters (hereafter
called "the Lyman continuum emitting sample"; Borthakur et al.
2014; Izotov et al. 2016a,b; Leitherer et al. 2016) taken with the
Cosmic Origins Spectrograph (COS; Green et al. 2012) on the
Hubble Space Telescope. Note that Izotov et al. (2018) recently
discovered a tenth Lyman continuum emitter that we do not in-
clude in this paper because it is not publicly available (but see
Sect. 6.4). As summarized in Chisholm et al. (2017), these nine
galaxies have: low stellar masses (108 −1010 M�), high star for-
mation rates (3 − 77 M� yr−1), and moderately low gas-phase
metallicities (12 + log(O/H) = 7.9 − 8.7). Table 1 lists the
galaxies in the Lyman continuum emitting sample and their ob-
served Lyman continuum (f obs

esc ; Chisholm et al. 2017) and Lyα
(fLyαesc ; Verhamme et al. 2017) escape fractions. Two galaxies,
Tol 0440−381 and Mrk 54, have the COS detector gap over the
Lyα feature. Therefore, their fLyαesc values are not measured.

Eight of these nine galaxies were observed with the
low-resolution G140L grating (nominal resolution of R ∼
1500) on HST/COS, while J0921+4509 was observed with
the high-resolution G130M and G160M gratings (R ∼
15000). These set-ups observed the restframe Lyman series and
Si II 1260Å absorption lines of each galaxy. Each galaxy also has
restframe optical observations, such that extinction-corrected
[O III] 5007Å/[O II] 3727Å flux ratios (O32) are measured (last
column of Table 1; Verhamme et al. 2017).

The HST/COS G140L data were reduced using the methods
outlined in Worseck et al. (2016). Special attention was paid to
the pulse heights and the extraction apertures of each individual
spectra. The pulse heights and apertures used were outlined in
Chisholm et al. (2017). We placed the galaxy into the restframe
using the redshifts from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (Ahn et al.
2014). We then corrected each spectrum for foreground redden-
ing using the values from Schlegel et al. (1998) and the Milky
Way reddening law (Cardelli et al. 1989).

2.1.2. Low-redshift galaxies with unknown LyC emission

In Sect. 5.3 we extend the Lyman continuum emitting sample
to include the full sample from Paper I with measured O32 (see
Table 2). This full sample includes four low-redshift galaxies
with unknown Lyman continuum emission, but Lyman series
observations. The full sample includes three Green Pea galax-
ies (Henry et al. 2015) and one Lyman Break Analog (Heckman
et al. 2011, 2015; Alexandroff et al. 2015; Heckman & Borthakur
2016). These four galaxies were also observed with HST/COS
and the G130M grating. The data were reduced following the
methods outlined in Wakker et al. (2015). In Sect. 5.3 we use
the Lyman series observations of the full sample to predict the
relation between fesc and O32.

2.1.3. High-redshift galaxies from MEGaSaURA

Similarly, in Sect. 6 we focus on fourteen z > 2 lensed galax-
ies from The Magellan Evolution of Galaxies Spectroscopic and
Ultraviolet Reference Atlas (MEGaSaURA; Rigby et al. 2017).
These lensed galaxies have spectra taken with the MagE spec-
trograph (Marshall et al. 2008) on the Magellan telescopes. The
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Table 1: Measured properties of the Lyman continuum emitting sample from Gazagnes et al. (submitted), in order of decreasing
f obs

esc .

Galaxy Name f obs
esc EB−V log(NHI) CH

f CSi
f f pre

esc fLyαesc O32
[mag] [log(cm−2)]

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)
J115204.9+340050 0.13 ± 0.01 0.13 ± 0.02 19.43 ± 0.18 0.62 ± 0.09 0.27 ± 0.14 0.08 ± 0.02 0.34 ± 0.07 5.4
J144231.4−020952 0.074 ± 0.010 0.14 ± 0.02 19.69 ± 0.58 0.55 ± 0.04 0.47 ± 0.19 0.09 ± 0.02 0.54 ± 0.11 6.7
J092532.4+140313 0.072 ± 0.008 0.05 ± 0.01 17.81 ± 3.0H 0.64 ± 0.09 0.41 ± 0.19 0.16 ± 0.02 0.29 ± 0.06 4.8
J150342.8+364451 0.058 ± 0.006 0.27 ± 0.04 19.60 ± 0.17 0.75 ± 0.06 0.45 ± 0.28 0.010 ± 0.005 0.29 ± 0.06 4.9
J133304.0+624604 0.056 ± 0.015 0.15 ± 0.04 19.78 ± 0.37 0.83 ± 0.07 0.39 ± 0.21 0.03 ± 0.01 0.52 ± 0.11 4.8
Tol 0440−381 0.019 ± 0.010 0.27 ± 0.03 19.27 ± 0.10 0.57 ± 0.08 0.37 ± 0.05 0.017 ± 0.006 – 2.0
J092159.4+450912 0.010 ± 0.001 0.22 ± 0.02 18.63 ± 0.19 0.77 ± 0.12 0.60 ± 0.14 0.017 ± 0.004 0.01 ± 0.01 0.3
Tol 1247−232 0.004 ± 0.002 0.16 ± 0.01 19.19 ± 0.44 0.69 ± 0.08 0.26 ± 0.01 0.049 ± 0.008 0.19 ± 0.01 3.4
Mrk 54 < 0.002 0.36 ± 0.01 19.37 ± 0.10 0.50 ± 0.08 0.32 ± 0.01 0.007 ± 0.002 – 0.4

Notes. Column 1 gives the name of the galaxy, column 2 gives the observed escape fraction of ionizing photons (f obs
esc ; taken from the recalculations

of Chisholm et al. 2017). Column 3 is the stellar continuum attenuation (EB−V ). Column 4 is the logarithm of the H I column density (NHI) derived
from the O I 1039Å absorption line (except for J0925+1403 where O I is not detected; denoted with an H). Column 5 is the H I covering fraction
(CH
f ) derived from the depth at line center, and column 6 is the Si II covering fraction (CSi

f ). Column 7 is the predicted Lyman continuum escape
fraction using the dust attenuation and CH

f (Eq. 5). Column 8 is the Lyα escape fraction (fLyαesc ; Verhamme et al. 2017) rescaled to an intrinsic
flux ratio of Lyα/Hα = 8.7. The extinction-corrected [O III] 5007Å/[O II] 3727Å flux ratio (O32) is given in column 9 (Verhamme et al. 2017).
Columns 3–6 are taken from Paper I. Note that Tol 0400 − 381 and Mrk 54 have the detector gap over the Lyα line, thus they do not have a
measured fLyαesc .

data were reduced using D. Kelson’s pipeline1, and placed into
the observed frame using the redshifts measured from the ultra-
violet emission lines (Rigby et al. 2017). Two of these galaxies
have Lyman series and O32 observations, thus they are included
in the full sample (Table 2). The other twelve galaxies do not
have Lyman series or O32 observations, and we apply our in-
direct methods to these spectra in Sect. 6. These high-redshift
galaxies do not have measured Lyman continuum escape frac-
tions, but their restframe UV spectra test the methods presented
in this paper.

2.2. Lyman series fitting

To predict the fraction of ionizing photons that escape a galaxy,
we determine the H I properties from the Lyman series absorp-
tion lines between 920-1025Å. These measurements describe the
quantity and porosity of H I along the line-of-sight. Paper I de-
scribes this procedure in detail; here we summarize the process
and refer the reader to that paper for details.

We fit the observed flux density (F obs
λ ) using a linear com-

bination of fully theoretical, STARBURST99 stellar continuum
models (F ?λ ; Leitherer et al. 1999). We create these stellar con-
tinuum models using the Geneva stellar evolution tracks (Meynet
et al. 1994) and the WM-BASIC method (Leitherer et al. 2010),
assuming an initial mass function with a high (low) mass ex-
ponent of 2.3 (1.3) and a high-mass cutoff at 100 M�. These
models have a spectral resolution of R ∼ 2500. The final F ?λ
is a linear combination of 10 single-age stellar continuum mod-
els each with an age between 1 − 40 Myr. The stellar contin-
uum metallicity is chosen as the model closest to the measured
gas-phase metallicity. We fit for the linear coefficient multiplied
by each single-aged STARBURST99 model that best matches the
data using MPFIT (Markwardt 2009).

We simultaneously redden F ?λ to account for a uniform fore-
ground dust screen using the attenuation law (kλ) from Reddy
et al. (2016a) and a fitted stellar attenuation value (EB−V ). In

1 http://code.obs.carnegiescience.edu/
mage-pipeline

Sect. 3.1 we discuss the implications for the assumed dust ge-
ometry.

Finally, we measure the H I and metal ISM absorption line
properties by including Lyman series, O VI, O I, C II, C III, and
Si II absorption features. These absorption lines are fit assuming
an overlapping covering fraction (Cf ; Barlow & Sargent 1997;
Hamann et al. 1997) and fitting for the optical depth of the indi-
vidual transitions. Most importantly for LyC escape, we fit F obs

λ
near the Lyman series as:

F obs
λ = F ?λ × 10−0.4EB-Vkλ ×

(
1 − CH

f + CH
f e−τλ

)
, (2)

where we fit for EB−V , F ?λ , the optical depth (τ = σNHI) and
the H I covering fraction (CH

f ). As discussed in Paper I, the H I
lines are saturated (τλ � 1), but not damped. Consequently,NHI
cannot be accurately determined. Therefore, we measure the H I

column density from the unsaturated O I 1039Å line, and con-
vert it into NHI using the observed 12 + log(O/H). One galaxy,
J0925+1403, does not have a O I 1039Å detection, therefore we
use the fitted NHI value and the large associated errors. The fits
of Eq. 2 constrain the stellar population, dust, andNHI properties
of the LyC emitters. The Lyman series fits for all of the galaxies
are shown in the Appendix of Paper I.

Since the Lyman series is always found to be optically thick
(Paper I), we find that CH

f is most robustly measured by taking
the median of

CH
f = 1 − F obs

λ

F ?λ10−0.4EB-Vkλ
(3)

near a by eye determined region around each Lyman series line.
We take the median and standard deviation of all observed Ly-
man series lines as the CH

f estimate and error (see Table 1). We
use this method because it does not rely on assumptions about
how the CH

f changes with velocity, and we can control for the
impact of nearby Milky Way absorption lines.

2.3. Si II observations

Finally, we measure the Si II covering fraction (CSi
f ) in two ways.

First, we measure CSi
f of the Si II 1260Å line with Eq. 3. This
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Fig. 1: Plot of the observed Lyman continuum escape fraction
(f obs

esc ) versus the predicted Lyman continuum escape fraction
(f pre

esc ) computed using the observed H I absorption properties and
Eq. 5. The solid line shows a one-to-one relation, indicating that
the predicted values are within 1.4σ of the observed Lyman con-
tinuum escape fractions.

method assumes that the strong Si II 1260Å line (f -value of
1.22) is saturated. Second, we calculateCSi

f from the Si II 1190Å
doublet, which accounts for low Si II optical depths. We take the
average and standard deviation of these two values as the CSi

f

values and errors, respectively. Note that both estimates of CSi
f

are largely equivalent to each other, implying that the Si II 1260Å
line is saturated (see Paper I). Now we have measured the ingre-
dients to predict the Lyman continuum escape fractions.

3. Predicting the Lyman continuum escape
fraction with the Lyman series

The Lyman continuum escape fraction, fesc, is defined as the
ratio of the observed ionizing flux to the intrinsic ionizing flux
produced by stars:

fesc = F obs
912
F ?912

, (4)

where F obs
λ is defined in Eq. 2. Since ionizing photons can be

absorbed by dust or H I, fesc is predicted from the fits to the
Lyman series and the dust attenuation as:

f pre
esc = 10−0.4EB−V k912 ×

(
1 − CH

f

)
. (5)

The Lyman limit saturates at column densities above
1017.7 cm−2. Therefore, we neglect the last term of Eq. 2 when
calculating f pre

esc (see the derived NHI values in Table 1; Paper I).
To calculate f pre

esc , we used k912 = 12.87 from the attenuation
curve of Reddy et al. (2016a). The errors on f pre

esc are calculated
by propagating the errors of EB−V and CH

f through Eq. 5.

f pre
esc closely follows f obs

esc for the nine galaxies in the Lyman
continuum emitting sample (Fig. 1). The normalized absolute
difference between f pre

esc and f obs
esc (|f obs

esc -f pre
esc |/f obs

esc ) is 48%. The
median f pre

esc is within 1.4σ of f obs
esc (i.e. within the 95% confi-

dence interval). f obs
esc heavily depends on the modeling of the stel-

lar population. Table 9 of Izotov et al. (2016b) demonstrates that
the median f obs

esc varies by 0.01 (10-20%) if different stellar pop-
ulation models are used. This error, while not accounted for in
the standard f obs

esc error bars, would improve the quoted statistics.
Two galaxies have f pre

esc more than 3σ from f obs
esc :

Tol 1247−232 and J1503+3644. For Tol 1247−232, f obs
esc is

challenging to measure because it is a low-redshift galaxy with
possible geocoronal Lyα contamination (Chisholm et al. 2017).
Other studies, that use the same observations but different reduc-
tions and handling of geocoronal Lyα, measure f obs

esc = 0.045 ±
0.012 and 0.015 ± 0.005 (Leitherer et al. 2016; Puschnig et al.
2017, respectively), whereas Chisholm et al. (2017) measured
f obs

esc = 0.004 ± 0.002. These values are more consistent with the
derived f pre

esc = 0.049 ± 0.008. In reality, it is remarkable that f pre
esc

and f obs
esc are at all similar. Regardless, we conclude that Eq. 5 ac-

curately reproduces the observed LyC escape fractions to within
1.4σ, on average.

3.1. A note on the effect of the assumed geometry on fesc

To estimate f pre
esc , we assumed a uniform dust screen (Eq. 5). This

posits that the dust is uniformly distributed along the line-of-
sight to the galaxy. It is worth exploring the effect this assumed
geometry has on f pre

esc . We also direct the reader to detailed dis-
cussions on this issue elsewhere (Zackrisson et al. 2013; Vasei
et al. 2016; Reddy et al. 2016b, ; Gazagnes et al. submitted).

A simple alternative geometry is that the dust only resides
within clumpy neutral gas clouds. Between these neutral clouds
are dustless and gasless holes (which we call a clumpy geome-
try). This geometry alters the radiative transfer equation (Eq. 2)
to become:

F obs, clumpy
λ = F ?λ×10−0.4EB-Vkλ×CH

f e−τλ+F ?λ×(1−CH
f ), (6)

and the ionizing escape fraction is

f pre, clumpy
esc = CH

f × 10−0.4EB-Vk912 × e−τλ +
(
1 − CH

f

)
. (7)

Notice how the clumpy and uniform geometries treat the dust
differently. In the clumpy geometry, the dust attenuation acts
only on the e−τλ term. To remain at the same F obs

λ (or fesc),
the CH

f and EB−V of the clumpy geometry must be larger than
the uniform geometry. This is because unattenuated light passes
through holes in the clumpy geometry, forcing the attenuation
within the clumps to be stronger and the holes to be smaller to
match the observed flux.

To test the effect of the geometry, in Paper I we refit F obs
λ

from J1152+3400 and J0921+4509, a large and a small f obs
esc

galaxy, with the clumpy model (Eq. 6). We find that CHf =
0.912, 0.976 and EB-V = 0.239, 0.236, respectively. Both are
larger than the uniform dust screen model (Table 1). However,
these values and Eq. 7 lead to f pre

esc = 0.088, 0.024, statistically
consistent with f pre

esc using the uniform screen (0.08 and 0.016
respectively).

The fitted values (EB−V ,CH
f ) change to match F obs

λ based on
the assumed geometry. Therefore, parameters likeCH

f and EB−V
are model dependent. However, fesc is model independent be-
cause the best combination of the model and the parameters are
fit to match the data (as discussed in Paper I). The geometry must
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Fig. 2: The observed Lyman continuum escape (f obs
esc ) versus the

Lyman continuum escape fractions predicted by isolating var-
ious fit parameters (f pre

esc ). Each colored symbol represents the
contribution of a single parameter from our model (Eq 5). The
red circles correspond to the contribution to the escape fraction
from the H I column density alone. The cyan diamonds corre-
spond to the contribution from dust attenuation only. The green
squares are the contribution to f pre

esc from the H I covering frac-
tion. The purple triangles show the combination of all three
mechanisms: they scatter about the one-to-one line. Dust and the
H I covering fraction dominate f pre

esc .

be accounted for — and remembered — when comparing and
interpreting Cf and EB−V , but the fesc values do not strongly
depend on the assumed geometry.

4. Which parameters contribute to the predicted
escape fractions?

The previous section showed that the fits to the observed flux
accurately predict the escape fraction of ionizing photons. H I
column density, H I covering fraction, and dust attenuation deter-
mine these fits. The natural question is: which parameters con-
tribute to the predicted escape fractions? In the next three sub-
sections we explore the contribution of each estimated parameter
to the predicted escape fractions. Note that the following analy-
sis does not refit the data to maximize the contribution of each
parameter, rather it uses the previous fits to answer which pa-
rameters contribute to the predicted escape fractions.

4.1. H I column density

The first parameter that we discuss is NHI. If NHI is low enough,
ionizing photons pass through the ISM unabsorbed (Jaskot &
Oey 2013; Zackrisson et al. 2013; Nakajima & Ouchi 2014). The
escape fraction of ionizing photons only due to NHI is

fNH
esc = e−σNHI (8)

where σ is the photoionization cross section (6.3 × 10−18 cm2).
Here, we set CH

f = 1 and EB−V = 0 in Eq. 5. The fNH
esc values are

too small to match f obs
esc (red circles in Fig. 2). This implies that

the H I along the line of sight is optically thick (see the discussion
in Paper I).

4.2. Covering fraction

The second parameter, the covering fraction, implies that ioniz-
ing photons escape through holes in the H I gas (Heckman et al.
2011). If we assume no attenuation from dust (EB−V = 0), and
that H I is optically thick, the predicted escape fractions are

fCF
esc = 1 − CH

f , (9)

which is greater than 0 for the nine Lyman continuum emitters
(green squares in Fig. 2). However, these fCF

esc values are substan-
tially larger than f obs

esc . If holes in the H I were solely responsible
for the escape of ionizing photons, and there was no dust, the
escape fractions would be much larger than observed.

Several previous studies have estimated fCF
esc , but over-

estimated f obs
esc (Quider et al. 2009; Heckman et al. 2011; Jones

et al. 2012, 2013; Leethochawalit et al. 2016; Vasei et al. 2016).
For example, Quider et al. (2009) obtain fCF

esc ∼ 0.4 for the Cos-
mic Horseshoe, but this disagrees with the upper-limit of the
absolute fesc< 0.02 derived with HST imaging by Vasei et al.
(2016). However, Quider et al. (2009) does not account for dust
attenuation when deriving fesc. In Sect. 6.1 we show that ac-
counting for dust leads to fesc values that are consistent with the
HST observations of the Cosmic Horseshoe.

4.3. Dust attenuation

The final contributor to the escape of ionizing photons in our
fits is dust. Dust heavily impacts the observed stellar contin-
uum at 912Å: even small EB−V values lead to large attenuations.
J1152+3400, with the smallest EB−V in the Lyman continuum
emitting sample, has an A912 = 1.7 mag (τ912 = 1.5). Conse-
quently, even small dust attenuation removes significant amounts
of ionizing photons.

The effect of dust is maximized in the idealistic case where
there is only dust and no H I along the line-of-sight (CH

f =1 and
τ = 0). In this case, dust regulates the escape of ionizing pho-
tons. The contribution to the escape fraction solely from dust
(fD

esc) is calculated as:

fDesc = 10−0.4EB-Vk912 (10)

fD
esc values are the closest to f obs

esc of the three parameters (cyan
diamonds in Fig. 4). Nonetheless, fD

esc is still too large to match
f obs

esc , and the combination of dust and CH
f are required to match

the modeled f pre
esc (see purple triangles in Fig. 2).

The individual values of EB−V and CH
f will change depend-

ing on the assumed geometry (Sect. 3.1; Paper I). However, this
does not diminish the contribution of either dust or CH

f to f pre
esc .

When fitting the full spectra with the clumpy geometry (Eq. 6),
the observed flux far from optically thick H I lines (at wave-
lengths where τλ is small) is heavily influenced by the product
of 10−0.4EB-VkλCH

f . Since most of the fitted wavelengths are ac-
tually in the small τλ regime, the attenuation significantly in-
fluences the fitted CH

f value. While the exact contribution of
dust and covering fraction are model dependent, f pre

esc depends
on both.
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4.4. Connecting low attenuation to high-redshift leakers

We find that the dust attenuation strongly contributes to the pre-
dicted escape fraction. Consequently, low-mass–or equivalently
low-metallicity–galaxies are ideal targets to emit ionizing pho-
tons. These properties are similar to the host galaxy properties
of known local emitters (Izotov et al. 2016b; Chisholm et al.
2017). Galaxies in the early universe should naturally have these
properties (Bouwens et al. 2012a; Madau & Dickinson 2014),
and may have larger fesc than local galaxies. Schaerer & de Bar-
ros (2010) find that typical < 1010 M� galaxies at z = 6 − 8
have AV < 1. This implies that fesc > 0.05(1 − CH

f ) for
galaxies expected to reionize the universe. Using the median
CH
f from the Lyman continuum emitting sample (CH

f = 0.64),
z = 6 − 8 galaxies should have fesc > 0.02. Further, all of the
z ∼ 3 − 4 confirmed LyC emitters have EB−V < 0.11 mag, or
fesc > 0.27(1 −CH

f ) (de Barros et al. 2016; Shapley et al. 2016;
Bian et al. 2017). Using the median CH

f from our Lyman con-
tinuum emitting sample, this corresponds to fesc> 0.1, in agree-
ment with the fesc required to reionize the universe at z = 6−8.
Galaxies in the epoch of reioniziation likely have low dust at-
tenuations, which makes them ideal candidates to emit a large
fraction of their ionizing photons.

5. Indirectly predicting the Lyman continuum
escape fraction

Directly measuring f obs
esc requires deep restframe far-UV obser-

vations. This means that only a dozen galaxies are confirmed
LyC emitters at any redshift. While the Lyman series accurately
predicts the escape fraction (Fig. 1), the Lyman series is also not
observable at high redshifts because the opacity of the circum-
galactic medium is large. Therefore, we explore ancillary, indi-
rect methods, that can predict the fesc of high-redshift galaxies.
First we explore using the Si II covering fraction to predict the
escape fraction. Then we use the observed Lyα escape fraction
to approximate fesc. Finally, we use the ratio of the optical oxy-
gen emission lines (O32=[O III] 5007Å/[O II] 3727Å). In Sect. 6,
we illustrate how these three methods predict f pre

esc for galaxies
that are not in our full sample because they do not have publicly
available Lyman series observations.

5.1. Using Si II absorption

Si II has multiple absorption lines in the restframe far-UV, in-
cluding the 1190 Å doublet and the 1260 Å singlet. The ion-
ization potential of Si II (16 eV) means that it probes partially
neutral gas, and many studies have used it to diagnose LyC emit-
ters (Heckman et al. 2011; Jones et al. 2012, 2013; Alexandroff
et al. 2015; Chisholm et al. 2017). In Paper I, we show that CH

f

and the Si II covering fraction (CSi
f ) are linearly related, but not

equal. We fit the relationship between CH
f and CSi

f as:

Cpre, H
f = (0.6 ± 0.1) × CSi

f + (0.5 ± 0.1) . (11)

This relationship is significant at the 3σ significance level (p-
value <0.001). This relation is statistically consistent with the
relationship between Si II 1260Å and H I found for z ∼ 3 galax-
ies in Reddy et al. (2016b). In Paper I, we posit that this rela-
tion arises because metals do not completely trace the same gas
as H I, and CSi

f must be corrected to account for this differential
covering. A multiple linear regression demonstrates that the con-
stant in Eq. 11 (0.6) depends on the gas-phase metallicity of the

galaxy. This indicates that at lower metallicities the Si II traces a
smaller fraction of the H I.

We predict the escape fraction of ionizing photons using the
Si II absorption lines as:

f pre, Si
esc = 10−0.4EB-Vk912(1 − Cpre, H

f ), (12)

where we use k912 = 12.87, the observed EB−V , and Cpre, H
f

from Eq. 11. f pre, Si
esc is consistent with f obs

esc for the 9 known Ly-
man continuum emitters (left panel of Fig. 3). The difference
between f pre, Si

esc and f obs
esc is 46% of the measured f obs

esc values.
Similarly, the median f pre, Si

esc is within 1.2σ of f obs
esc . Using the

Si II absorption predicts the observed escape fractions with sim-
ilar accuracy as the Lyman series lines.

5.2. Using Lyα escape fractions

Ionizing photons and Lyα photons are related because H I gas
absorbs or scatters both (Verhamme et al. 2015). The Lyα escape
fraction is calculated as:

fLyαesc =
(F [Lyα]/F [Hα])obs

(F [Lyα]/F [Hα])int
(13)

where (F [Lyα]/F [Hα])obs is the observed ratio of the Lyα flux
to the extinction-corrected Hα flux, and (F [Lyα]/F [Hα])int is
the theoretical intrinsic flux ratio (which has a value of 8.7 for
Case B recombination and a temperature of 104 K). fLyαesc mea-
sures the fraction of Lyα photons that escape, and does not di-
rectly depend on how the Lyα photons escapes. Consequently,
we assume that the only difference between fesc and fLyαesc is the
dust attenuation, and predict the escape fraction (f pre, Lyα

esc ) as

f pre, Lyα
esc = 10−0.4EB-Vk912fLyα

esc . (14)

These values are consistent with f obs
esc for the seven galaxies with

measured fLyαesc (right panel of Fig. 3). The average relative dif-
ference between f obs

esc and f pre, Lyα
esc is 55% of f obs

esc , and f pre, Lyα
esc

is, on average, within 1.8σ of f obs
esc . The consistency of f pre, Lyα

esc
is comparable to the two previous f pre

esc measurements.
The similar f pre

esc and fLyαesc values are driven by the similar
attenuations, because the attenuation dominates f pre

esc (Sect. 4).
The difference in calculating f pre, Lyα

esc and f pre
esc are the CH

f and
fLyαesc values (compare Eq. 5 and Eq. 14). This implies that
fLyαesc and CH

f are causally related (Dijkstra et al. 2016; Ver-
hamme et al. 2017).

5.3. Using O32

Historically, it was challenging to find galaxies emitting ionizing
photons. A breakthrough came by selecting samples based on the
[O III] 5007Å/[O II] 3727Å flux ratio (O32), compactness, and
large Hβ equivalent widths. Izotov et al. (2016a), Izotov et al.
(2016b), and Izotov et al. (2018) found six out of six galaxies
with O32 > 4 had f obs

esc > 0.05. This selection technique appears
to efficiently select galaxies that emit ionizing photons based on
their easily observed restframe optical properties. If this selec-
tion criteria is universally applicable, it is a powerful technique
to select LyC emitting galaxies. It enabled Faisst (2016) to ex-
tend local O32 scaling relations to high-redshifts to predict that
z > 6.5 galaxies could reionize the universe.

To test the effect of O32 on the ionizing escape fraction,
we use the full sample of 15 galaxies with predicted f pre

esc using
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Fig. 3: Plots of the observed Lyman continuum escape fraction (f obs
esc ) versus predicted Lyman continuum escape fractions made

using the Si II covering fraction, derived from the Si II 1260Å and Si II 1190Å doublet (left panel). The right panel shows the escape
fraction predicted using the Lyα escape fraction (f pre, Lyα

esc ). The f pre, Si
esc and f pre, Lyα

esc methods are consistent with the f obs
esc within 1.2

and 1.8σ, respectively. There are two fewer f pre, Lyα
esc points because Lyα is in the detector gap for Tol 0440−381 and Mrk 54.

Table 2: Measured properties for the 7 galaxies from Gazagnes et al. (submitted) without observed Lyman continuum escape
fractions.

Galaxy Name z EB−V CH
f f pre

esc O32
[mag] [×10−3]

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
J092600.4+442736a 0.18069 0.11 ± 0.01 0.81 ± 0.05 50 ± 10 3.2
GP 1244+0216b 0.23942 0.29 ± 0.04 0.95 ± 0.13 2 ± 1 3.2
GP 1054+5238b 0.25264 0.20 ± 0.04 0.89 ± 0.16 10 ± 4 2.5
GP 0911+1831b 0.26223 0.35 ± 0.04 0.77 ± 0.12 4 ± 2 1.8
SGAS J152745.1+065219c 2.7628 0.37 ± 0.002 0.99 ± 0.04 0.1 ± 0.010 1.6
SGAS J122651.3+215220c 2.9260 0.20 ± 0.001 1.00 ± 0.01 0.35 ± 0.01 1.4
GP 0303−0759b 0.16488 0.12 ± 0.05 – – 7.3
J142947.00+064334.9a 0.1736 0.11 ± 0.02 0.96 ± 0.06 10 ± 1 -
The Cosmic Eyec 3.0748 0.41 ± 0.01 1.00 ± 0.02 0.016 ± 0.0005 -

Notes. Column 1 gives the galaxy name listed in descending O32 order. Column 2 gives the redshifts of the galaxies. Column 3 is the stellar
attenuation (EB−V ) measured with the stellar continuum fitting of Paper I. Column 4 is the H I covering fraction measured from the depths of the
lines (CH

f ). Column 5 is the predicted Lyman continuum escape (f pre
esc ) calculated using the Lyman series absorption properties. The sixth column

gives the [O III] 5007Å/[O II] 3727Å flux ratio (O32). Note that GP 0303−0759, J142947.00+064334.9, and the Cosmic Eye (the three galaxies
below the horizontal line) are not included in Sect. 5.3 because GP 0303−0759 does not have a measured CH

f due to a Milky Way absorption line,
and J142947.00+064334.9 and the Cosmic Eye do not have literature O32 values.

References. (a) Heckman et al. (2011, 2015); Alexandroff et al. (2015); Heckman & Borthakur (2016) (b) Henry et al. (2015) (c) Wuyts et al.
(2012); Rigby et al. (2017)

the Lyman series (Eq. 5) and O32 measurements from Paper I
(the Cosmic Eye and J1429+0643 are excluded because they do
not have measured O32, and GP 0303−0759 is excluded due to
Milky Way contamination). By including these six galaxies, with
unconfirmed LyC emission, we extend the O32 dynamic range
and derive a relationship between O32 and f pre

esc (Fig. 4).

We first explore whether O32 scales with f pre
esc . We test a va-

riety of models for the scaling of the two variables: linearly,
quadratically, or as a logarithm of each (or both) variable. We
maximize the F-statistic for a model where the variables scale as
f pre

esc -O2
32. This relationship is significant at the 3σ significance

(p-value < 0.001; R2 = 0.61; Fig. 4). A linear regression (see the
line in Fig. 4, with the shaded 95% confidence region) gives a
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Fig. 4: Plot of the predicted Lyman continuum escape fraction
(f pre

esc ) from the Lyman series absorption fits (Eq. 5) versus O2
32

(O32=[O III 5007Å]/[O II 3727Å]) for the full sample from Pa-
per I. The upper x-axis shows the corresponding linear O32 val-
ues. Red circles and blue squares denote confirmed and uncon-
firmed LyC emitters, respectively. The correlation (Eq. 15) has
a 3σ significance (p-value < 0.001), with the 95% confidence
interval shown in gray. Overplotted as a maroon dashed line is
the empirical relationship from Faisst (2016). The recent fit from
Izotov et al. (2018) is also shown as the green dot-dashed line.
The relationship derived here predicts lower fesc values at large
O32 than the two other relationships.

relationship of

f pre, O
esc = (0.0017 ± 0.0004) O2

32 + (0.005 ± 0.007) . (15)

This predicts fesc using easily observed restframe optical emis-
sion lines.

Fig. 4 also shows the empirical relationship from Faisst
(2016). The two relations are discrepant at O32 values corre-
sponding to fesc > 0.05. Eq. 15 predicts that more than 10%
of the ionizing photons escape galaxies when O32 > 5.7. Us-
ing the extrapolation of O32 with redshift from Faisst (2016),
the average galaxy does not have fesc = 0.1 until z ∼ 11.
z ∼ 11 is marginally consistent with the zre = 8.8+1.7

−1.4 red-
shift of instantaneous reionization derived from the combination
of the Planck lensing and polarization studies (Planck Collabo-
ration et al. 2016).

The relationship in Eq. 15 can be compared to a similar
trend found by Izotov et al. (2018). These authors used a re-
cently discovered galaxy, J1154+2443, with an exceptionally
large f obs

esc = 0.46 to derive a relationship between O32 and f obs
esc

(the dot-dashed green curve in Fig. 4). Many of our f pre
esc values

agree with the Izotov et al. (2018) relation and the two relation-
ships are consistent for the f pre

esc values up to fesc ∼ 0.1. How-
ever, the Izotov et al. (2018) relationship increases more rapidly
at larger O32 and f pre

esc values than Eq. 15 does. This is apparent

from the galaxy J1154+2443, which has O32 = 11.5 ± 1. The
expected f pre, O

esc , 0.26 ± 0.06, is nearly 3σ lower than f obs
esc . This

suggests that Eq. 15 may steepen at larger O32, but the steep por-
tion of the Izotov et al. (2018) trend is largely driven by the one
large f obs

esc galaxy. If Eq. 15 steepens at higher O32 then the red-
shift required for 10% of the ionizing photons to escape galaxies
would be lower than z ∼ 11. Further observations, probing a
uniform and large range of O32, are required to refine Eq. 15.

Studies often use small NHI values to explain the correla-
tion between fesc and O32 (Jaskot & Oey 2013; Zackrisson et al.
2013; Nakajima et al. 2013). However, O32 arises both from
high ionization parameter (as required in the density-bounded
regime) and from low metallicities (Nagao et al. 2006; Naka-
jima & Ouchi 2014; Shapley et al. 2015; Sanders et al. 2016;
Chisholm et al. 2017; Strom et al. 2017). As shown in Paper I
and Fig. 2, LyC photos escape because the H I covering fraction
and dust attenuation are low, not because the H I column density
is low. Rather, the low attenuation likely connects O32 and fesc.
Low attenuation could be related to high ionization parameters
(dust is destroyed) and/or low metallicities (dust is not created).
We find a 2σ trend between O32 and EB−V in our sample. Thus,
the correlation between fesc and O32 may reflect the low dust at-
tenuation of LyC emitters. However, further observations, span-
ning a large range of O32, are needed to understand this observed
correlation.

5.4. Using multiple methods to predict fesc

Above, we demonstrated that the Si II absorption lines, fLyαesc ,
and O32 consistently predict f obs

esc , but the O32 method needs fur-
ther data to verify. These three prediction methods have similar
deviations from f obs

esc as using the H I absorption lines. However,
the individual methods do not always precisely reproduce f obs

esc . If
the LyC cannot be directly observed, then f pre

esc should be calcu-
lated using as many of the three methods as possible. The mean
and standard deviation of the three different then methods ap-
proximates f pre

esc . As an example, Tol 1247−232 has a largely
discrepant f pre

esc , but when the average of f pre, Lyα
esc , f pre, Si

esc , and
f pre, O

esc are taken f pre
esc = 0.038±0.022, which is consistent, within

2σ, with f obs
esc . Estimating fesc with multiple methods reduces the

systematic errors of individual observations and produces more
consistent fesc predictions. We illustrate this in the next section
with observations of both high and low-redshift galaxies.

6. Predicting the Lyman continuum escape
fraction of galaxies without Lyman series
observations

The relations presented in the previous section enable estimation
of fesc, even if the Lyman continuum or Lyman series are not
observable. This is especially important for z > 4 galaxies be-
cause the Lyα forest absorbs all of the photons blueward of Lyα.
The three indirect probes in the previous section may be the only
way to estimate the emissivity of high-redshift galaxies reioniz-
ing the universe (Eq. 1). Here, we test the methods of Sect. 5 by
fitting the restframe ultraviolet spectra between 1200−1500Å of
a few test-cases in the same manner as we did in Sect. 5. These
test-cases are: the Cosmic Horseshoe, the MEGaSaURA sample,
Haro 11, and a recently discovered strong LyC emitter from Izo-
tov et al. (2018). Due to the uncertainty of the O32 relation (see
Sect. 5.3), we only comment on what the observed O32 values
imply for f pre

esc . Table 3 lists the parameters used to predict the
escape fractions for each galaxy.
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Table 3: Predicted Lyman continuum escape fractions for the eight galaxies with predicted escape fractions larger than 0.01, but
without Lyman series or Lyman continuum observations.

Galaxy Name z EB−V CSi
f f pre, Si

esc f pre, Lyα
esc f pre

esc f obs
esc

[mag]
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
SDSS J1154+2443 0.3690 0.06 - - 0.48 0.48 0.46 ± 0.02a

SGAS J211118.9−011431 2.8577 0.12 0.30 0.082 - 0.082 -
SGAS J142954.9−120239 2.8245 0.08 0.40 0.080 - 0.080 -
Haro 11 0.0206 0.12 0.60 0.036 - 0.036 0.033 ± 0.007b

SGAS J090003.3+223408 2.0326 0.11 0.65 0.026 0.025 0.026 ± 0.001 0.015 ± 0.012c

SGAS J095738.7+050929 1.8204 0.21 0.63 0.013 - 0.013 -
SGAS J145836.1−002358 3.4868 0.07 0.83 0.011 - 0.011 -
The Cosmic Horseshoe 2.3812 0.16 0.77 0.009 0.012 0.011 ± 0.002 < 0.02d

Notes. Column 1 gives the galaxy name. Column 2 gives the redshifts of the galaxies. Column 3 and 4 give the stellar attenuation (EB−V ) and
Si II covering fraction (CSi

f ) determined from a stellar continuum fit similar to the methods detailed in Sect. 2.2. Column 5 gives the Lyman
continuum escape fraction predicted using the Si II 1260Å absorption line (f pre, Si

esc ; Eq. 12). Column 6 gives the Lyman continuum escape fraction
predicted using the Lyα escape fraction (f pre, Lyα

esc ; Eq. 14). Column 7 gives the mean and standard deviation of the predicted Lyman continuum
escape fractions. Column 8 gives the observed Lyman continuum escape fraction (f obs

esc ). The table is ordered in descending f pre
esc . All of the galaxies,

except Haro 11 and J1154+2443, are drawn from the MEGaSaURA sample (Sect. 6.2; Rigby et al. 2017). Unmeasured quantities are marked with
dashes.
References. (a) Izotov et al. (2018); (b) Leitet et al. (2013); (c) This work (Sect. 6.2.1); (d) Vasei et al. (2016)
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Fig. 5: Top Panel: Restframe UV spectra between 1150−1400Å
of the Cosmic Horseshoe, a z = 2.38 gravitationally lensed
galaxy from the MEGaSaURA sample (Rigby et al. 2017). Over-
plotted in red is the best-fit STARBURST99 stellar continuum
fit. This fit measures an EB−V of 0.16 mag. The error spec-
trum is included underneath in dark green. Bottom Panels: The
Si II 1190Å doublet (left) and Si II 1260Å singlet (right). The
corresponding CSi

f from the Si II 1260Å line is 0.77. Vertical
dashed lines indicate the zero velocity of the various strong ISM
metal absorption lines (labeled in the upper panel).

6.1. The Cosmic Horseshoe

The Cosmic Horseshoe (Belokurov et al. 2007) is an ideal test
case for these methods. At z = 2.38, it is one of the best-studied
gravitationally lensed galaxies. However, from the methods pre-
sented in Sect. 5, we would not expect the Cosmic Horseshoe
to strongly emit ionizing photons. Restframe UV spectra from

the MEGaSaURA sample (Fig. 5; Rigby et al. 2017) show a
young stellar population, with relatively deep Si II absorption
lines (i.e. largeCSi

f ). Similarly, Lyα observations from the Echel-
lette Spectrograph and Imager on the KECK II telescope only
find fLyαesc = 0.08 (Quider et al. 2009). Moreover, the Cosmic
Horseshoe has a relatively small extinction-corrected O32 (2;
Hainline et al. 2009). The suspicions of low fesc are confirmed
by deep HST LyC imaging which measures an upper-limit of the
absolute escape fraction of f obs

esc < 0.02 (Vasei et al. 2016).
From the stellar continuum fit in Fig. 5 (red line), we mea-

sure an EB−V of 0.16 mag, consistent with Quider et al. (2009).
The Si II 1260Å profile has a CSi

f of 0.77 (corresponding to a
H I covering fraction of Cpre, H

f = 0.94 using Eq. 11). The es-

cape fraction predicted using CSi
f and Eq. 12 is f pre, Si

esc = 0.009.
The measured fLyαesc = 0.08 leads to a LyC escape fraction of
f pre, Lyα

esc = 0.012 (Eq. 13). Finally, the extinction-corrected O32
is small, such that Eq. 15 implies a low f pre, O

esc =0.011 (Eq. 15).
Combining the two robust estimates of f pre

esc (the Si II and Lyα
values), we derive a mean estimate of f pre

esc = 0.011 ± 0.002 (Ta-
ble 4). This result is also consistent with the escape fraction pre-
dicted by the O32 scaling relation. The f pre

esc satisfies the upper-
limit of the absolute escape f obs

esc < 0.02 from the HST imaging
(Vasei et al. 2016).

6.2. Other MEGaSaURA galaxies

The Cosmic Horseshoe is one of 14 galaxies within the
MEGaSaURA sample (three are included in the full sample in
Table 2; Rigby et al. 2017). We also predict the escape fraction
for the full MEGaSaURA sample. Fitting the stellar continua and
Si II 1260Å covering fractions of the sample predicts that only
6 (42%) have f pre, Si

esc > 0.01 (Table 3 gives the predicted escape
fractions of these 6 galaxies). Two MEGaSaURA galaxies with
low f pre, Si

esc < 0.01, SGAS J1226+2152 and SGAS J1527+0652,
also have small O32 values of 1.4 and 1.6, respectively (Ta-
ble 2; Wuyts et al. 2012). These small O32 values correspond to
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Table 4: Observed properties of SGAS J0900+2234

Row Property Value
(1) F [Hα] (225 ± 56) × 10−17

(2) F [Lyα] (185 ± 15) × 10−17

(3) fLyαesc 0.09 ± 0.02
(4) F [1500]obs (6.9 ± 0.4) × 10−18

(5) F [912]obs (1.8 ± 1.4) × 10−19

(6) (F [1500]/F [912])int 1.4
(7) EB−V 0.11 ± 0.001

Notes. Row 1 gives the extinction-corrected Hα flux (Bian et al. 2010).
Row 2 gives the observed Lyα flux. Row 3 gives the measured Lyα es-
cape fraction. Row 4 gives the measured flux at 1500Å from the HST
F475W image. Row 5 gives the measured flux at 912Å from the HST
218W image (Bian et al. 2017). Row 6 gives the ratio of the flux at
1500Å and 912Å from the stellar population fit. Row 7 gives the mea-
sured attenuation (EB−V ; in mags) from the stellar population fit. All
flux values have units of erg s−1 cm−2.

f pre, O
esc < 0.01, consistent with their low f pre, Si

esc . No MEGaSaURA

galaxy has f pre, Si
esc > 0.1. This is consistent with the non-

detection of LyC photons in the individual spectra (Rigby et al.
2017).

6.2.1. SGAS J0900+2234

SGAS J0900+2234, a z = 2.03 lensed galaxy, is the second
best MEGaSaURA test-case. First, combining the restframe opti-
cal observations from Bian et al. (2010) with the MEGaSaURA
data estimates the Lyα escape fraction to be 0.09 (Table 4). This
fLyαesc leads to f pre, Lyα

esc = 0.025, consistent with the f pre, Si
esc =

0.026 (Table 3). There are no literature [O II] 3727Å observa-
tions for this galaxy. Consequently, we predict a LyC escape
fraction, using two of the three methods, of f pre

esc = 0.026±0.001.
This lensed galaxy has both LyC (F218W; restframe 734Å;

PID: 13349; PI: X. Fan; Bian et al. 2017) and restframe FUV
(F475W; restframe 1566Å; PID: 11602; PI: S. Allam) HST
imaging. Bian et al. (2017) do not detect significant LyC pho-
tons from this lensed galaxy, but the HST images provide weak
constraints on f obs

esc . Following Eq. 1 from Leitet et al. (2013), we
estimate f obs

esc as

f obs
esc = (F [1500]/F [912])int

(F [1500]/F [912])obs
10−0.4EB-Vk1500 (16)

where we take k1500 from the Reddy et al. (2016a) attenuation
law and EB−V from the STARBURST99 stellar continuum fit.
The intrinsic flux ratio is measured from the STARBURST99 stel-
lar population fit to the spectra (Table 4), and is similar to val-
ues from Izotov et al. (2016b) for an instantaneous 7 Myr stel-
lar population (the fitted stellar age). (F [1500]/F [912])obs is the
observed ratio of the flux at 1500Å and 912Å, respectively. The
F [1500] and F [912] values are measured from the exact same
regions in the F475W and F218 images. F [912] has a low signif-
icance (1.3σ; Table 4), which led Bian et al. (2017) to not report
a significant LyC detection. We measure f obs

esc = 0.015 ± 0.012,
consistent, within 1σ, with f pre

esc (Table 3).

6.3. Haro 11

Haro 11, a nearby star-forming galaxy has a measured f obs
esc =

0.033 ± 0.007 from Far-Ultraviolet Spectroscopic Explorer

(FUSE) observations (Bergvall et al. 2006; Leitet et al. 2011).
A recent HST/COS spectrum of Knot C in Haro 11 covers rest-
frame 1130-1760Å (Heckman et al. 2011; Alexandroff et al.
2015). We measure EB−V = 0.124 mags and CSi

f = 0.60
from this COS spectrum (Chisholm et al. 2016). This CSi

f value
agrees with the recent value from Rivera-Thorsen et al. (2017),
and leads to f pre, Si

esc = 0.036. Keenan et al. (2017) measure the
O32 of Haro 11 using HST/WFC3 imaging. While the imaging
makes it challenging to robustly subtract the stellar continuum,
the O32 ratio is between 2–4 for Knot C. This corresponds to a
f pre, O

esc = 0.01−0.03 (Eq. 15). Both f pre, Si
esc and f pre, O

esc are broadly
consistent, within 1σ, with f obs

esc .

6.4. J1154+2443

Izotov et al. (2018) recently discovered a new low-redshift
LyC emitter, J1154+2443, with HST/COS spectra. At f obs

esc =
0.46 ± 0.02, it has the largest observed escape fraction in the lo-
cal universe. Izotov et al. (2018) list properties of J1154+2443
that nicely align with those that we suggest lead to a high
f obs

esc : low metallicity (12 + log(O/H) = 7.65), low extinc-
tion (Av = 0.145, or EB−V = 0.06 using their Rv = 2.4),
large fLyαesc (fLyαesc = 0.98), and large O32 (O32 = 11.5). Us-
ing the fLyαesc and converting the attenuation measured with the
Cardelli et al. (1989) curve to an attenuation using the Reddy
et al. (2016a) relation, we predict that J1154+2443 would have
f pre, Lyα

esc = 0.48 (Table 3). This is consistent with f obs
esc found by

Izotov et al. (2018). In Sect. 5.3 we found the O32 relation under-
predicts the f pre, O

esc of this galaxy by 3σ. This suggests that more
observations are required to better constrain the O32 relation at
large O32.

6.5. Prospects for the epoch of reionization

The above examples indicate that the methods from Sect. 5 can
powerfully predict the fesc of high-redshift galaxies. JWST and
ELTs will observe the restframe UV of field and lensed z = 6−8
galaxies to estimate f pre, Si

esc . Additionally, optical emission lines
will be redshifted to 3.5–4.5 µm, such that the NIRSpec instru-
ment on JWST will measure Hα and O32. These observations
will estimate f pre, Lyα

esc and f pre, O
esc . Combined, the three methods

predict fesc values that are broadly consistent with the observed
escape fractions of local Lyman continuum emitting galaxies.
The escape fractions, the total number of ionizing photons, and
the luminosity functions will then describe whether star-forming
galaxies reionized the z = 6 − 8 universe.

7. Summary

We analyzed the restframe ultraviolet spectra of nine low-
redshift (z < 0.3) star-forming galaxies that emit ionizing pho-
tons. In a companion paper (Gazagnes et al. submitted), we fit
the stellar continuum, dust attenuation, Lyman series absorption
lines (H I absorption lines blueward of Lyα), and ISM metal ab-
sorption lines. Here, we combined the H I column densities and
covering fractions with the dust attenuations to predict the frac-
tion of ionizing photons that escape local galaxies. The Lyman
continuum and Lyman series both directly trace the escape of
ionizing photon, but neither are observable at redshifts greater
than 4. Therefore, we tested three indirect ways of estimating
fesc: the Si II absorption lines (Sect. 5.1), the Lyα escape frac-
tion (Sect. 5.2), and the [O III]/[O II] flux ratio (Sect. 5.3). We
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then used these methods to predict the escape fractions of galax-
ies without Lyman series observations to illustrate how these in-
direct methods can estimate the escape fraction of high-redshift
galaxies (Sect. 6).

The major results of this study are:

1. The radiative transfer equation (Eq. 5), along with the fits to
the dust attenuation, H I covering fraction, and H I column
density reproduce the observed fesc to within 1.4σ (Fig. 1).
The Lyman series absorption properties accurately predict
the escape fraction of ionizing photons.

2. As shown in Gazagnes et al. (submitted), the observed H I
column densities indicate that the Lyman limit is saturated.
Instead, ionizing photons escape because the covering frac-
tion is less than one (Fig. 2).

3. The covering fraction alone over-predicts the escape fraction.
While geometry dependent (see the discussion in Sect 3.1),
dust attenuation is a key ingredient for the escape of ionizing
photons (Fig. 2). Estimating the escape fraction as (1-Cf )
will over-estimate the true escape fraction.

4. Indirect methods also provide accurate estimates of the es-
cape fraction of ionizing photons. The Si II absorption line
and Lyα escape fractions predict fesc with similar accu-
racy as the Lyman series (Fig. 3), while the square of the
[O III]/[O II] flux ratio scales strongly with fesc (3σ signif-
icance; Fig. 4). The [O III]/[O II] relation agrees with previ-
ous studies for low [O III]/[O II] values, but underpredicts the
fesc of larger [O III]/[O II] values. This suggests that a larger
sample of large [O III]/[O II] galaxies is required to constrain
the full trend.

5. We applied the indirect methods to galaxies without Ly-
man series observations to illustrate how these methods pre-
dict fesc (Table 3). In all cases, the fesc values predicted
with indirect methods are consistent with either the ob-
served fesc or upper-limits of fesc. Most (58%) of the high-
redshift MEGaSaURA galaxies have low escape fractions
(fesc ≤ 1%), while the remaining galaxies have predicted
fesc ∼ 1 − 8% (Sect. 6.2). Additionally, the predicted escape
fraction of J1154+2443, a recently discovered local galaxy
with a high escape fraction (0.46), agrees with the observed
value. Overall, the predicted fesc values are consistent with
the observed escape fractions.

This analysis presents a method to measure and analyze the es-
cape fractions of galaxies in the epoch of reionization using
JWST and future extremely large telescopes (Sect. 6.5). Deep
restframe ultraviolet and optical spectroscopy of these high-
redshift galaxies may determine whether high-redshift galaxies
emit enough ionizing photons to reionize the universe, or if other
sources are required.
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